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Shopping Guide!

THE RUNNING WALK OF THE
TENNESSEE WALKING HORSE

Here are some
VIDEO suggestions
from Eldon Eadie’s original tape is still one
CRTWH
for the of the best for showing the different
‘horsey ones’ on your gift list.
gaits, and explaining gaits in general.
Give a spot on the web tribute site
Now available for $25 in DVD format,
also from Dianne.

‘A HORSE TO REMEMBER’

to someone who has or used to have a
very special horse. For a minimum donation of $50 that horse can be memorialized forever on the CRTWH website. Send cheque or money order made
out to CRTWH to
Dianne Little,
619 Lake Linnet Crescent S.E.,
Calgary, AB T2J 2J3

CRTWH DECALS
Clear decals with the Canadian logo
and “Proudly Canadian Registered
Tennessee Walking Horse” on them
make great stocking stuffers.. They
can be used on the inside or the outside
of your vehicle’s window. Mailed for
$8 each, 2 for $15 or 3 for $20 from
Dianne Little as well.
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DIRECTOR & FOUNDING MEMBER

HILTON HACK
The Canadian Registry of the Tennessee
Walking Horse regrets to announce that Hilton Hack of
Calgary, AB has decided to retire from the Board, effective November 1, 2018, after more than 35 consecutive
years of service to the breed.
Hilton was part of the beginning of the Canadian
Walking Horse Association when a group of people
with a love and respect for the Tennessee Walking
Horse decided that it was time the breed was represented
with its own association in Canada.
As a founding father of the CRTWH, Hilton and
that small group had a vision and the tenacity to carry
out that vision in the midst of opposition. Hilton was
firmly convinced that we must identify and retain the
Above, Hilton on the noted Alberta stallion
strong, correct conformation and the true four-beat walking he bred and raised, Calta Midnite Victry
gaits for which the TWH was named, and he never faltered
in his dedication to ensuring that the Registry
upheld Canadian ideals and standards
We will miss you, Hilton, but we know
we can always ask for your advice when needed.
You have certainly done more than your share
toward establishing the TWH breed in Canada.

Above: Hilton receiving a High Point Award at ‘The
Canadian’ Futurity 1990, from Dennis Little, and
right, with one of his Calta youngsters.

Below Hilton at a demo at Spruce Meadows, with

The Board and members of
CRTWH are grateful for all that you’ve
done for the breed and the Registry
We know you won’t be retiring
from the horses; you’ll still be as busy as
ever with your Walkers at Calta Stables.
Cheryl Gostola driving Calta Victry Mission.

We wish you well!

